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curate introduction

Curate presents 11 contemporary residences to Glen Iris — an 
exquisite collection of garden apartments and townhouses 
exceptionally tailored by leading Melbourne-based design firm 
C. Kairouz Architects. The residences are situated in an area long 
admired for its prestige and continual growth, one that locals are 
proud to call home — Glen Iris.

This project comprises of five double-storey townhouses and six 
apartments, all created to cater to the needs of modern living in 
the most luxurious way possible. From the impeccable design of 
each residence, to their unparalleled surroundings, Curate offers 
new opportunities in one of the city’s most celebrated areas.
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With an understated, setback ground floor and a weightless 
cantilevered upper form, Curate’s sophisticated and layered 
architecture delivers an undeniable strength and presence to the 
streetscape. The philosophy of the building’s design is driven by 
beautiful and refined subtleties. 

It is from the fusion of dimensional panelling, voluminous 
double height voids and shifting junctions of materiality that this 
distinctive and longevous project is created. Form and function 
gracefully harmonise throughout Curate, where spaces are just 
as aesthetically rich as they are practical — the glorious result of 
design that has been considered to the highest degree.

THE VISION

part i
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architect

At the helm of Curate’s architecture and interior design is  
C.Kairouz Architects, a firm employed for its innate knowledge and 

experience in producing multi-residential developments in the City of 
Stonnington. Established in 2010, the company is a multidisciplinary 

design studio, led by Chahid Kairouz. 

Impressively equipped with degrees in architecture, construction, 
property and planning, Chahid and his team apply a collective 
knowledge of sound building principles when designing both 

functional and creative spaces. w himself worked for the Equiset 
Grollo Group prior to setting up his own studio, where he worked 

on landmark buildings as a project manager — notably the 
InterContinental Hotel Melbourne ($65m). Chahid was also the first 
architect in Australasia to introduce Onyx solar glass to a residential 
building’s facade. His creativity leads a team that is passionate about 

design innovation, maintaining a hands on approach to crafting 
stunning buildings that enrich the lives to be lived within them.

Above & below  
— Architect’s conceptual sketches

the vision

9
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THE GEOGRAPHY

A mere 10 kilometres from the centre of the ‘World’s Most 
Liveable City’ seven times running, with incredible access to 
both the Monash Freeway and Dandenong Road, Glen Iris is 
one of Melbourne’s most connected areas. Individuals, couples 
and families alike all revel in the best parts of suburban living, 
within a culturally rich realm that covers all elements needed  
for a luxurious lifestyle.

Through Glen Iris’ tree-lined streets and encircling Curate is a 
collection of well-regarded educational institutions, from early 
learning right through to secondary schools. When school or 
work is out, there are plenty of places to unwind, whether it’s 
at the shops on Armadale’s golden section of High Street, the 
cafes and restaurants found on Glenferrie Road, or the verdant 
pockets that are speckled throughout the area, including 
Malvern Public Gardens, found just down the road on  
High Street.
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g l e n  i r i s

Bizzarri Dolci
Giorgios
Horace Street
Milton Wine Bar
Mr Foxx
Neon Tiger
One Little Place
Our Kitchen Table
Platform Espresso
Riserva
Sagra
Saint James
The Ministry of Chocolate
Tom Pockett Cellars
Where is Henry?

Aunt Maggie’s Organics 
Cannings Free Range Butchers
Chadstone Shopping Centre
Crate Expectations
Malvern Central
Norsu Interiors
Saint Lawrence Fine Food
Say it With Flowers
Stockland Tooronga
Street Organics
Turner and Lane
161 Cellars

Carnegie Goodlife Health Club
Central Park
Darling Park
East Malvern Tennis Club
Happy Melon Studios
Harold Holt Swim Centre
Hedgeley Dene Gardens
Malvern Library
KX Pilates 
South Camberwell Tennis Club

Caulfield Grammar School (Primary)
De La Salle College
Korowa Girls’ School
St Roch’s Primary School
Sacre Coeur 
Scotch College

Bus. No 624 (Burke Road)
Gardiner Railway Station
Glen Iris Station
Monash Freeway
Tram No. 6
Tram No. 72

retail

hospitality

parks & recreation

education

transport

01.
02.
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Curate was inspired by a desire to embrace simplicity and purity. 
As residents journey through the building, they’ll find that the 
robust, private shell of the exterior sheds its layers into warm, 
inviting, minimalistic interiors — including the double height 
lobby void with a skylight that allows the energy of the outside 
to transcend in.

The three and four bedroom residences are inundated with 
natural light via eastern and northern aspects. Light passes 
through oversized windows which are seamlessly inset within 
raw expanses of concrete. Homes look onto north-facing 
gardens, making for tranquil settings to retreat and rejuvenate.

part iii

THE DESIGN
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Artist Impression of the Exterior
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ELEVEN 
RESIDENCES 

THAT CONVEY 
MINIMALISM  
IN ITS MOST 

SOPHISTICATED 
FORM.

the design

21



Artist Impression of the Facade

Artist Impression

Linear elements of varied materials unite to form 
a dynamic facade, composed of a timeless colour 

palette, which is respectful and complementary to the 
streetscape. The building also features an underground 

carpark right off the street.

facade
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Artist Impression

Curate’s bedrooms are settings of elegant sanctuary; 
founded on a neutral and calm palette. Master bedrooms 

also feature generous glazed doors that open out onto 
terraces, as well as ensuites that make for the perfect 

settings to prepare for the day or unwind when it comes  
to its end.

master bedroom
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Artist Impression

At the centre point of the residence, the kitchen is a 
composition of thick stonework, light grey cabinetry and a 
three-metre island bench unit with allocated seating space, 
perfect for reading the paper in the morning, or watching  

a chef creating a culinary masterpiece.

kitchen
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Artist Impression of the Kitchen
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Artist Impression of the Living Room
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It is the intricate details and closely measured design decisions 
that transform a space into a home. With both liveability 
and aesthetic pleasure in mind, C. Kairouz Architects has 
implemented a number of notable features found throughout  
the entirety of the residence. These collectively elevate Curate  
to a supreme standard of modern residential living. 

From the choice of stone that sets the tone in the kitchen and 
bathroom settings, the oak floorboards in the common areas, 
to the more specific details seen in the joinery and storage — 
attention and dedication to quality design is seen at every turn.

part iv

DESIGN FEATURES
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curate design features

natural stone benchtops

Grey stone was selected to feature in the kitchen 
and bathrooms, forming the benchtops and 

various tiled areas.

Artist Impression
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shadow line staircase

Townhouses feature flawlessly designed stairs, with a unique 
shadow line detail that adds to the contemporary and forward-

thinking nature of the residences.

Artist Impression
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curate design features

Building upon the theme of seamlessness are integrated shower 
ledges to allow for easy storage, there for occupants to place their 

favourite products and have them easily on hand.

bespoke shower ledges

Artist Impression
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THE LIFESTYLE

Synonymous with the coveted, blue ribbon Glen Iris lifestyle, 
Curate’s surroundings perpetuate a luxurious yet unpretentious 
way of life. At the helm of Melbourne’s exciting and ever-
evolving cultural scene are the village precincts found on 
Malvern Road, Glenferrie Road, High Street and that bordering 
impeccable Central Park, affording a life at the perfect 
intersection of convenience and indulgence. 
 
Whichever corner you turn within this part of Melbourne, 
you won’t find yourself hungry. Glen Iris and the streets that 
form its neighbouring suburbs feature a wealth of eateries, 
from cafes and wine bars to hatted restaurants. Connectivity 
is key when choosing a new domain to call home, as well as 
educational opportunities catering to all types of learners  
— which Curate’s milieu abounds with.
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CHOOSE 
BRILLIANCE 
AND LIVE 
AMONG A 

REALM THAT 
TRULY HAS  

IT ALL.

the lifestyle

43
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At the heart of Malvern are 19 gracefully composed acres 
comprising of native flora, wide tracks ideal for both power 

walkers and runners alike, and those taking their canine 
companions for a stroll. That’s all while aspiring athletes and 
their encouraging supporters practice on the park’s oval area. 

Central Park is the epitome of community spirit, and remains a 
proud advocate of wellbeing within this pocket of the city.

central park
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curate the lifestyle

On the corner of Horace Street and High Street is a cafe 
providing a peaceful spot to pick up a caffeine fix, or sit 
down for some breakfast or lunch. Vibrant dishes come 
flying out of the kitchen, while other diners choose to 

enjoy one of the delectable baked treats that alluringly sit 
in the front counter cabinet.

horace street
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Impassioned by the need to spread the word of European food 
and wine, Riserva stands for educating visitors on the finer 

parts of culinary life. Connoisseurs Frank Ciorciari and Gian 
Chiaravalle own the wine bar and restaurant, and alongside 

their educated wine staff guide diners through what glass best 
accompanies the meal they have respectively ordered, be it half  

a dozen oysters or a spaghettini vongole.

riserva
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sagra — A grand, multifaceted venue on Glenferrie Road, Sagra 
gloriously quadruples-up as a restaurant downstairs, a food store, pizza 
bar on level one and a bar upstairs, offering a setting for all occasions.

platform espresso — Perfectly positioned a few steps away 
from Glen Iris Train Station is petite Platform Espresso, servicing early 

morning commuters with coffee and convenient take away meals.

5150
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When it comes to shopping opportunities, they’re simply everywhere. For 
everyday provisions Glenferrie Road and Stockland Tooronga are within 

sensational proximity of the residences, while the newly redeveloped retail 
powerhouse Chadstone is found five kilometres away, easily accessible via 

Malvern Road or the Monash Freeway. Even closer to home is the luxurious 
High Street Armadale shopping precinct, hosting the city’s greatest 

collection of high-end boutiques –proudly and elegantly housing the works 
of talented creatives, both local and international.

the lifestyle

a retail landscape to rival all others
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5554

tom pockett cellars — It’s said that life is too short to drink bad 
wine, and the team at Tom Pockett is present to ensure that doesn’t happen. 

Visit on a Friday night to enjoy live music with the vino of your choice. 

norsu interiors — Curating the best of Scandinavian design is Norsu 
Interiors. Artwork, decor, furniture and more fill the Wattletree Road boutique, 
making for perfect additions to a new home, or a beautiful gift for a loved one.
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Encompassing Curate is a high-calibre collection of impeccably 
maintained recreational facilities, providing endless opportunities 

for both exercise and rejuvenation. The Gardiners Creek Trail 
provides a brilliant bike path to the CBD, passing the East Malvern, 
South Camberwell and Kooyong Lawn tennis clubs. Curate is also 

within close proximity of Central Park, Malvern Public Gardens and 
Hedgeley Dene Gardens – all fit for a series of purposes, whether 

you’re going for a run or settling down for a relaxing picnic.

the lifestyle

encircled by verdant expanses
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In a city that continues to expand, accessibility to 
transport is becoming of greater importance. Curate is 

perfectly situated so it has all bases covered. The Monash 
Freeway is located 500 metres away from the residences 

via Burke Road; equally as close is Glen Iris Train Station, 
while the No. 6 Tram travels down High Street via 

Armadale and Prahran, through to the city.

leading educational facilities; 
convenience and connectivity
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Established in 2010, C. Kairouz Architects is a Melbourne-based architecture 
and interior design firm, led by Chahid Kairouz. Impressively equipped with 
degrees in architecture, construction, property and planning, Chahid and his 

team apply a collective knowledge of sound building principles when designing 
both functional and creative spaces.  

 
Chahid himself worked for the Equiset Grollo Group prior to setting up his own 
studio, where he worked on landmark buildings as a project manager — notably 
the InterContinental Hotel Melbourne ($65m). His creativity leads a team that 

is passionate about design innovation, maintaining a hands on approach to 
crafting stunning buildings that enrich the lives to be lived within them.

Having built many successful projects in Melbourne’s inner suburbs, Werden 
Property Group is unwavering in its commitment to ensuring every project 
is a testament to architectural excellence as well as a continuation of the 

aesthetic tradition started on the first development completed in 1995. With a 
focus on delivering the highest quality apartments for downsizers in the City 
of Stonnington, Werden Property Group is proud and excited by the iconic 

nature and prime location of its sites, and trusts its residents enjoy living in the 
apartments as much as the company enjoys crafting each one.

Founded and led by respected industry members Daniel Caspar and Bradley 
Dean, Eton Property Group shares experience and expertise across sales, 

marketing, property development, acquisitions and project management in 
highly competitive and individualised markets. The company specialises in 
selling residential projects in Melbourne and broader Victoria, produced by 

some of the industry’s most renowned designers and developers.

the team

While all reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of 
this brochure and the particulars contained herein, it is intended 
to be a visual aid and does not necessarily depict the finished 
state of the property or object shown. No liability whatsoever is 
accepted for any direct or indirect loss or consequential loss or 
damage arising in any way out of any reliance upon this brochure. 
Purchasers must rely upon their own enquiries and inspections. 
Furniture is not included with the property. Dimensions and 
specifications are subject to change without notice. Illustrations 
and photographs are for presentation purposes and are to be 
regarded as indicative only. This brochure does not form part of, 
and is not, an offer or a contract of sale.

creative by earl.st
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